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1 The  authors  trace  the  cloak-and-dagger-like  career  of  the  mysterious  Sultan  Dawar
Bakhsh, or Bulaqi (Bulaghi), who pretended to be the son of Sultan Jahangir, and as such
claimed the Mughal throne. According to some sources, he had perished in 1628 as part of
the execution of multiple princes,  but others claim that he survived and managed to
escape the turmoil surrounding the succession of Jahangir. Whatever the truth of the
story, in later years a person calling himself Bulaghi and claiming to be Jahangir’s son,
surfaced, first in India, and later in Iran, where he found refuge at the court of Shah Safi I.
Beyond approaching the story of  Bulaghi from a number of  angles,  the article raises
questions about the nature of imposture in an age rife with doubles and imposters – viz,
the  False  Dimitri  in  Russia  on  the  eve  of  the  country’s  Time  of  Troubles –  taking
advantage of troubled succession struggles to advance their claims.
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